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What information and sources of information enable a board to focus on long-term drivers of value 
and embrace risk?  
 
In essence how does a board develop the understanding of the organisation and broader context needed to 
take decisions that embrace risk? Does this require different information in board packs or more non-
executive director site visits and meetings with stakeholders.  
 
To start the session, we will present back the responses to the pre-meeting questions, there will then be 
three 5-10 minute perspectives before a roundtable discussion. 
 
Speakers 

 Paul Druckman, CEO at Integrated Reporting Council.  

 Dineshi Ramesh, Advisory Partner at Board Intelligence.  

 Third speaker TBC. 
 
 

Background 
 
The focus for the Good Governance Forum in 2016 is on risk aversion in the boardroom and how this can be 
overcome. There is a growing concern that boards too often focus on mitigating risk and avoiding downsides, 
rather than embracing the risk necessary to capture opportunities. At a macro level this is seen in the low 
level of investment by companies, and companies in aggregate being net savers in the UK to the tune of 
£100bn pre dividends and buybacks, 7% of GDP. 
 
One possible cause of this is that an overburdening of regulatory and compliance expectations has taken up 
an increasing amount of boardroom time, leaving too little time for areas of long-term value creation. The 
GGF in April agreed that boards spend too much time on compliance and process issues and not enough 
time on strategy and the health of stakeholder relationships.  
 
At the April GGF a number of areas were discussed to tackle this. See the session summary for more detail, 
some highlights below. 

 Reduce the regulatory burden. 

 Clear the clutter from the boardroom agenda, for example through greater use of sub-committees, or 
shorter and more focused board packs. 

 Increase the time to discuss long-term issues, such as strategy away days. 

 Improve the quality of boardroom conversations, for example through a greater diversity in backgrounds 
and hence more contrarian thinking. 

 Direct engagement for non-executive directors with the business, such as site visits. 
 
A key element in tackling risk aversion may be how boards receive the information and gain the 
understanding that they need to make decisions.  
 
 

Pre-meeting questions 
To help frame the discussion please send us three (or more) ways a board can tackle the two questions 
below. Specific examples from your own experience would be especially powerful. We will collate and 
present back at the start of the session. 
 
1) Clearing the clutter – what information would enable boards to spend less time on process and 
compliance?  

 Can good quality information help boards feel reassured on the risks, in order to give more focus to the 
opportunities? 

 How can a board avoid a bias to historical financial data? 

 Can too much information lead a board to get stuck in the detail and focused too much on the past, and 
thereby ignore the big decisions and unavoidable uncertainties? 

 What is the role for big data and data analytics?  
 



 

2) How does the board gain sufficient understanding necessary to take more measured risks?  

 Does this require more information on the broader drivers of value, to help shift away from a cost focus? 
For example, integrated reporting. 

 Does reporting on risks need to be balanced against opportunities? 

 Where is a board pack sufficient, and where are site visits, external advisors and stakeholder meetings 
necessary? 

 
Areas of long-term value creation Sources of information and understanding 

 Culture 

 Shifts in industry dynamics, disruptive 
technology 

 Health of stakeholder relationships 

 Operational performance 

Board pack 

 Financial reporting 

 Non-financial – employee engagement, net 
promoter score, operational KPIs, etc. 

 
Meetings and advice 

 Experts 

 Site visits 

 Meeting broader stakeholders 
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